Flow-Imaging Microscopy (FIM) is commonly used in both academia and industry to characterize subvisible particles (those ≤ 25µm in size) in protein therapeutics. Pharmaceutical companies are required to record vast volumes of FIM data on protein therapeutic products, but are only mandated under US FDA regulations (i.e., USP 788 ) to control the number of particles exceeding 10 and 25µm in delivered products. Hence, a vast amount of digital images are available to analyze. Current state-of-the-art methods rely on a relatively low-dimensional list of "morphological features" to characterize particles, but these methods ignore an enormous amount of information encoded in the existing large digital image repositories. Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs or "ConvNets") have demonstrated the ability to extract predictive information from raw macroscopic image data without requiring the selection or specification of "morphological features" in a variety of tasks. However, the heterogeneity, polydispersity of protein therapeutics, and optical phenomena associated with subvisible FIM particle measurements introduce new challenges regarding the application of CNNs. In this article, we demonstrate a supervised learning technique leveraging CNNs to extract information from raw images in order to predict the process conditions or stress states (freeze-thaw, mechanical shaking, etc.) that produced a variety of different protein images. We demonstrate that our new classifier (in combination with a sample "image pooling" strategy) can obtain nearly perfect predictions using as few as 20 FIM images from a given protein formulation in a variety of scenarios of relevance to protein therapeutics quality control and process monitoring.
I. INTRODUCTION
Particulate matter in protein therapeutics is gaining increased attention due both to industrial quality control and patient safety concerns [1] [2] [3] . "Subvisible" particles (defined here as objects ≤ 25µm in size) are contained in all commercial protein therapeutics [1] . Subvisible particles may be protein aggregates or non-biomaterial such as silicon oil [1, 4] . Particles less than ≤ 10µm are not (currently) explicitly regulated by the US FDA, but objects of this size can account for as much as 90% of the particulate matter in a protein therapeutic [5] and can cause serious health risks (including death) [2, [6] [7] [8] . However, not all protein aggregates are immunogenic or harmful [9] . The precise factors inducing immunogenic response are currently unknown. Determining the harmful (measurable) factors in protein therapeutics is complicated by the fact that particle aggregate sizes exhibit a high degree of heterogeneity in size, shape, and composition.
A powerful tool capable of characterizing complex images of single subvisible particles is Flow-Imaging Microscopy (FIM) [2, 4] . In FIM experiments, a small liquid sample is pumped through a microfluidic flow-cell, and a digital microscope is used to record upwards of 10 6 images of individual particles in a single experiment. A rich amount of information is believed to be encoded in this image data [3] . FIM shows promise as a tool for evaluating protein therapeutics at different stages of the * Chris.Calderon@UrsaAnalytics.com (C.P. Calderon: Algorithms) † Theodore.Randolph@colorado.edu (T.W. Randolph: Microscopy) drug's lifespan (from the manufacturing plant to the delivery vial) and early steps in this direction have been recently proposed [3] .
FIM analysis methods to date have depended on a small number of "morphological features" (such as aspect ratio, compactness, intensity, etc.) in order to characterize the single particle images [1, 3, 10] . However, this short list of features (often containing highly correlated quantities [1] ) neglects a great deal of information contained in the full (RGB or grayscale) FIM images. It would be desirable to leverage a tool that harnesses the large amount of complex digital information encoded in images and automatically extracts the relevant features for a given classification task without requiring the selection or specification of "morphological features". Using deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs or "ConvNets") along with supervised classification is one candidate solution to this problem [11] .
The use of ConvNets for analyzing macroscopic images has exploded in recent years [11] . ConvNets are now capable of matching or exceeding expert human performance in a variety of supervised learning applications [11] . ConvNets are already revolutionizing many real-world applications relying on accurate image analysis where the power of supervised learning can be leveraged [11] [12] [13] [14] . The ability to automatically classify images (with human level precision [11] ) has been facilitated by improvements in algorithms, advances in graphical processor unit (GPU) computing technology, and (perhaps most importantly) a deluge of digital data in almost every application domain [11, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . These advances enable "deep" ConvNets to be efficiently and robustly estimated ("deep" refers to neu-ral networks consisting of multiple hidden layers). Deep ConvNets are attractive since they circumvent the need for humans specifying "morphological features"; deep ConvNets leverage large volumes of data to determine the best representation of images for a given classification task [11] . Data-driven representation learning is the key to matching or exceeding human performance [11] , but carefully designing deep ConvNet to reliably accommodate the statistical nuances of a given application benefits from the close interaction between computational scientists, statisticians, and subject matter experts [13] (careful experimental design can help in training deep ConvNets).
Fitting and assessing deep ConvNet model performance in FIM image analysis is complicated by the fact that even human subject matter experts presented images of single particles from an FIM experiment would have trouble assigning the correct label to an image (even in situations where a small fixed number of descriptive class labels are provided a priori, e.g. see Fig. 1 ). Said differently, the error rate of the "optimal" classifier [23] based on a single FIM image is far from zero (and also unknown) in almost all FIM image classification tasks. This is in contrast to problems of macroscopic image classification where one is given a simple list such as "dog or cat or elephant" and the goal is to determine which of the given preset labels applies to an image (a task where most humans and modern deep ConvNets both have a zero classification error rate [11] ). In addition, the high degree of heterogeneity inherent to subvisible FIM images further complicates the use of ConvNets to analyze FIM images.
In this work, we demonstrate a new strategy for using ConvNets for classification tasks. A simple "data pooling" strategy is combined with deep ConvNets to obtain a classifier obtaining nearly perfect performance, using as few as 20 images, in distinguishing various protein solutions subjected to different stresses or processing conditions. We revisit some of the more challenging datasets explored in Ref. [3] in order to quantitatively and qualitatively demonstrate various advantages of our new ConvNet based approach. Specifically we re-analyze freeze-thawed and mechanically agitated monoclonal Antibody (mAb) aggregates due to the relevance of these stresses encountered in therapeutic protein manufacturing, transportation, and drug administration [3] . In addition, we explore using FIM to detect difference in "processing conditions" by using a fixed protein therapeutic formulation, but exchanging only the hardware used to produce the product. In this study, we explore two different pumps for recirculating immunoglobulin (IVIG) and show that FIM image information alone can be used to accurately (with zero error in 10 4 test images) determine both the type of material (distinguish mAb from IVIG) and the pump used to generate the IVIG solution. The relevance of our new deep ConvNet approach combined with "data pooling" to process monitoring and quality control is discussed. We also briefly discuss how output of this FIM image analysis approach can be combined with information from "orthogonal" measurement techniques [1, 10] . In the Materials and Methods, we provide a high level description of our ConvNet approach; detailed algorithmic details are deferred to the Supporting Information (SI).
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Materials
Lyophilized mAb was donated by Medimmune, Inc. (Gaithersburg, MD). IVIG was obtained from Baxter International (Deerfield, IL). IL-1RA was donated by Amgen (Thousand Oaks, CA). Dow Corning R 360 medical fluid 1000 CST (Midland, MI) was used to generate silicone oil droplets. Hellmanex R III was obtained from Hellma Analytics (Mullheim, Germany). All salts and materials used in buffer preparation were of reagent grade or higher.
B. Flow-Imaging Microscopy (FIM)
Flow-Imaging Microscopy was performed with a FlowCam R VS (Fluid Imaging Technologies, Inc., Scarborough, ME) instrument equipped with a 100-mm flow cell and a 10x objective. Before use, the flow cell was cleaned with 1% Hellmanex R III solution and ultrapure water. The instrument was focused using the default autofocus procedure on 20-µm calibration beads. 250 µL of sample mixed with 200 µL of ultrapure water were measured for each of the freeze-thaw and shaking + pH samples. 350 µL were measured per pump recirculation sample. The flow cell was flushed with ultrapure water between measurements.
C. Sample Preparation
Alyophilized monoclonal antibody (mAb) was reconstituted with water and dialyzed into 230 mM KCl at pH 6.0. The resulting mAb solution was filtered with a 0.1-µm filter and diluted to 1 mg/mL with additional KCl solution. These solutions were then exposed to freeze-thaw and shaking aggregation-inducing stresses (described below).
Freeze-Thaw: Three 2-mL microcentrifuge tubes were filled with 1-mL aliquots of the mAb solution. Samples were then exposed to 10 freeze-thaw cycles. Each cycle consisted of placing the microcentrifuge tubes in a -80
• C freezer for 20 min and then thawing the tubes in a water bath at room temperature for 20 min. images; mAb experiencing mechanical agitation (shaking) plus pH shock; intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) processed with a "Pump A"; and IVIG processed with "Pump B" (see Sec. II A for additional sample preparation details). A ConvNet classifier was used to distinguish these four different conditions with high accuracy (quantitative results shown in Fig. 3 ). Note the heterogeneity and polydispersity of these data sets (expert humans encounter difficulty in classifying the data based on visual inspection of single images).
at pH 3.0 and then immediately dialyzed again into a 230 mM KCl solution at pH 6.0. 3 1-mL aliquots were then placed into 2-mL microcentrifuge tubes and shaken horizontally at 400 RPM overnight.
Pump "A" and "B" Recirculation: 0.5 mg/mL IVIG in 1XPBS was centrifuged at 20000 g and 20
• C for 20 minutes to remove aggregates. 45 mL of this sample was stored in 50 mL centrifuge tubes until use. These samples were then recirculated through two nominally identical Filamatic FUS-10 pumps (Baltinore, Maryland), one denoted "Pump A" and one denoted "Pump B". The pump was set to operate at 25 strokes per minute. 2 mL of the sample were removed every 1 minute. The samples included in this analysis were taken after 9 minutes of recirculation.
Protein and Silicone Oil Mixtures: IL-1RA was dialyzed into 100 mM phosphate at pH 7.0 and diluted to 1 mg/mL using additional buffer. Three 2-mL microcentrifuge tubes were filled with 1 mL aliquots of the protein solution and exposed to the previously-described freezethaw procedure. The subvisible particle concentration of this solution was measured using FlowCam R . Silicone (Si) oil solutions were generated using an Emulsiflex-C5 (Avestin, Ottawa, ON, Canada). The subvisible particle concentration of this solution was also measured using FlowCam R . Using the particle concentrations obtained for both the pure protein solution and silicone oil emulsion, solutions containing the protein aggregates and silicone oil droplets were mixed together with buffer to make 1 mL solutions containing 50,000 particles/mL. Solutions were made containing different concentrations of protein aggregates and silicone oil droplets: 25% protein aggregates and 75% silicone oil droplets, 50% protein aggregates and 50% silicone oil droplets, and 75% protein aggregates and 25% silicone oil droplets. Three samples were generated per mixture. These samples were mixed in 2 mL microcentrifuge tubes and, immediately after mixing, analyzed in three 300 µL aliquots via FIM.
D. Review of CNN Structure:
To facilitate discussions that follow, we briefly present a sample three layer CNN network in Fig. 2 where a single training data point corresponds to a three channel RGB image. For a more in-depth review, consult Ref. [11] or for a textbook length treatment relevant to recent developments in ConvNets, we refer the reader to Ref. [22] . A trained deep CNN would sequentially pass the input through the convolutional layers [11] ; the output of each convolutional layer in the CNN module is a collection of features. In modern deep CNN modules, many convolutional layers are stacked (inter-weaved with other layer types [11] ) in a way such that the number of data-driven "features" (the features are new "empirically derived" images typically with much fewer pixels than the input image) tend to increase as one passes through the multi-layer network [11, 15] . In supervised classification tasks, the final CNN features are converted to a large flat vector and subsequently passed to traditional fully connected (FC) neural network in order to predict the class label [22, 24] . When training a deep CNN in supervised learning applications, the parameters required for the cascade of transformation are empirically determined by using labeled data to optimize a selected cost function, such as categorical cross-entropy [24] . After the network parameters are determined (or the CNN is "trained"), the network can be used to predict the labels of new image samples.
E. ConvNet Computations
FMI images were cropped to be centered around the particle of interest and reduced to a 20× 20 RGB image in the pre-processing step (images were resized and rescaled to maintain aspect ratio). The ConvNet contained a cascade of three 2D convolutional, max-pooling [15] , and dropout layers [16] connected to a fully connected layer. The fully connected layer changed depending on the task at hand; however, the core CNN module used for all computations was the same and contained a total of 28, 640 trainable parameters (full ConvNet architecture and additional implementation details provided in SI). All convNet layers were implemented in Keras [25] (using a TensorFlow backend [26] ). Computations reported were carried out in an Ubuntu 16.04 Docker container environment on a machine leveraging two Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080s.
F. Data Pooling
The classification prediction from a single image of our ConvNet was combined with N pool other predictions. The median value of the pooled predictions (where predictions correspond to the output of the fully connected layer) served as the refined prediction result for a "block" estimate. We report results on N pool ranging from 1 (single image predictions) to 100 in this work. The central limit theorem inspired methodology for predicting the error in N pool > 1 given raw test and training ConvNet data is outlined in the SI.
III. RESULTS
We report results on two different classification problems in this section. Both classification problems used the same ConvNet module, but differed in details of their fully connected layers (details on both the ConvNet module and fully connected layers provided in SI).
In the first classification problem considered, we trained our ConvNet on 5 × 10 4 labeled images from the four protein aggregate populations (resulting in 2 × 10 5 net training samples) shown in Fig. 1 . The fully connected layer returned an integer between 0-3 (inclusive) encoding the predicted class in this application. We evaluated the predictive ability of the model using 1 × 10 4 labeled test images from each class (the "test" image data was not ever presented to the ConvNet in training and the test labels were not provided to the ConvNet classifier). The results of a standard ConvNet classifier corresponds to N pool = 1 and the confusion matrix for this case is shown in the upper left-hand side of Fig. 3 . In Fig. 3 , the labeled row entries in the first column correspond to the known truth label and the labeled column headers in the first row indicate the fraction of the samples assigned the corresponding label by the classifier (this type of table is repeated four times for different values of N pool ). Red cells highlight modest to high classification errors (misclassification) and blue cells denote extremely high accuracy predictions. Fig. 3 demonstrates that increasing N pool to 20 (that is using N pool = 20 predictions from our single image ConvNet classifier and then combining the results in to "vote" on the class best representing the collection of pooled images using the methodology outlined in Sec. II F) resulted in better than 95% correct classification for each class. Increasing to N pool = 100 resulted in perfect classification in a problem where humans would have a hard time providing the correct class labels to test images like the ones shown in Fig. 1 .
The next result focuses on how the worst performing result from the single image ConvNet classifier studied changes as a function of N pool (the worst classification performance was "Pump A" shown in row one and column one of N pool = 1 in Fig. 3 ). In the computations that follow, a finer grid of N pool values was considered and the classification error of the Pump A protein was empirically determined for the test data (this case is labeled "Observed"). We also plotted how the simple central limit theorem heuristic (outlined in the SI) predicted how the accuracy would change when N pool > 1 (this case is labeled as "Predicted"). Note the excellent agreement in how the classifier performs when observed data is compared to the prediction.
FIG. 2.
Illustration of CNN workflow. The first step pre-processes and normalizes the image (cropping, resizing, scaling, etc.) and then passes the information to a CNN module. Using a large collection of "training images" processed in this fashion, the CNN module empirically determines a representation (or "features" [11] ) which can accurately distinguish the labeled examples. After the network parameters are determined (or the CNN is "trained"), the network can be used to predict the labels of new samples. The fully connected (FC) layer above is a classic neural network [24] . In this work, we used a common CNN module and switched the FC layer for specific classification tasks (leveraging transfer-learning and parameter-fine tuning [13, 27, 28] ). Fig. generated with Matplotlib [29] and TikZ [30] .
In the final set of results, we turn to a new two class prediction problem. In this application, we trained our ConvNet on 5 × 10 4 labeled images from two new mixture populations. One mixture population containing the 75% protein and 25 % Si oil ("Mixture 1") and the other mixture population containing the 25% protein and 75 % Si oil ("Mixture 2") described at the end of Sec. II C. We again used 1 × 10 4 labeled test images for each of the two classes to evaluate the accuracy of our ConvNet classifier. Sample FIM images of these two classes are shown in Fig. 5 . In this binary classification problem involving mixtures, a standard "logistical regression" approach [31] was used in the fully connected layer (so class probabilities vs. categorical labels were produced as ConvNet output). The binary category prediction can readily be determined by inspecting the probability (e.g. if the predicted ConvNet probability is greater than 0.5 assign "Class 1" otherwise assign "Class 0"); we focus on probabilities vs. categories to demonstrate that the logistic regression output can be used to predict the fraction of protein like images in cases when N pool > 1. Note that the ConvNet is not being tasked to determine if individual particle images are Si oil or protein (these finer grained labels are not provided); the classifier is being given single particle images from one of the two mixture classes and is being asked to determine the probability of one of two given mixture classes producing the observed image(s). Since both classes contain the same two components (in a different nominal ratio), we did not expect a single image result (N pool = 1) to perform accurately (and this suspicion was empirically observed). However, when we used N pool = 100, the pooled output of the ConvNet classifier not only perfectly classified the two mixture classes, but it was also able to accurately predict the fraction of protein in the mixture (see Fig. 6 ). The results suggested that the trained ConvNet learned representations of pure Si oil and protein (despite not being given these explicit labels). To test this idea further, we applied our binary ConvNet to data coming from a new 50% protein and 50 % Si oil ("Mixture 3") class. This class was not explicitly in the training set. Results of the predicted fraction of protein are shown in Fig. 7 ; the results were consistent with our suspicion, namely the predicted fraction of protein fell right in-between the two extremes (with an average value of protein fraction near 50%). Sharper convergence to the 50% was not observed due in part to the fact that Si oil and protein mixtures do not mix perfectly (Si oil can act as a nucleation site for protein aggregates); nonetheless, our simple ConvNet predictor performed adequately when applied to this new "Mixture 3" class not represented in the training set. Even with N pool = 1, the classifier performs reasonably given the heterogeneity and polydispersity of the data. With N pool as small as 20, over 95% classification accuracy can be obtained for the diverse image populations tested (sample images can be observed in Fig. 1 ). When N pool = 100, perfect classification for all four classes was obtained. Note that the same ConvNet classifier predictions reported for N pool = 1 were "reused" with the data pooling approach discussed in the Materials and Methods. In this plot, we explored a finer grained set of N pool values relative to those explored in 3. The goal was to predict the misclassification error of "Pump A" as a function of N pool using simple central limit theorem approximations (see SI). This type of information can be used to inform either quality control or process monitoring application what sample sizes are required to achieve a target false alarm or correct identification rate.
IV. DISCUSSION
We demonstrated how ConvNets in combination with a simple data-pooling strategy could be used to obtain perfect classification using FIM image information to predict the conditions producing various protein populations. In the four class problem involving two different stressed mAb solutions and two nominally identical IVIG formulations (but produced at different "plants" using different pumps), we demonstrated perfect classification using only 100 pooled sample images (over 95% classification was obtained using 20 sample images). This performance is notable for two primary reasons: Firstly, the ConvNet classifier extracted the relevant features needed to separate these four classes in a purely data-driven fashion. Despite the fact that the particles were diverse and exhibited a variety of different features (see Fig. 1 ), the ConvNet was able to extract a representation capable of accurately distinguishing the particles. All of the information encoded in the RGB images could be utilized and drawn from (in contrast to depending on the specification of a list of morphological features [1, 3] ) in order to design a neural network able to distinguish the four classes in a problem where human experts cannot readily quantitatively or qualitatively articulate the differences between the different images in each class. Secondly, the deep ConvNet was trained using single images of labeled particles and was able to make reasonable predictions using only a single image; however, in process monitoring or regulatory inspections, one would never make a critical decision based solely on one particle image in protein therapeutic applications. Current state-of-the-art methods for distinguishing stressed mAb states require upwards of 2,000 "pooled images" in combination with subject matter expert selected features to construct a highly accurate mAb aggregate classifier [3] . The ConvNet approach shown here only required 20 images to obtain nearly perfect mAb classification (this has potential relevance to situations were obtaining large FIM samples is problematic). We also illustrated how a simple central limit theorem approximation can be used to determine how results from a "single image" (i.e. N pool = 1) ConvNet classification study could be extrapolate to determine how different "pooled" results are expected to perform, a problem of practical relevance when considering sample size selection (in more complex problems, other more advanced techniques could be considered [31, 32] sification results. However, our approach to this popular problem in FIM analysis problme [1, 4] contained an important twist. Instead of presenting our supervised classifier images labeled as "Si oil" or "protein", we instead trained our ConvNet on two mixture classes (one class was predominantly silicon oil with 25% protein "contaminant" and the other was mainly protein with 25% Si oil "contaminant"). Hence individual particle images from the labeled class could contain an image of Si oil or protein or some hybrid particle containing each component; our classifier was only tasked with picking the correct mixture label. It was demonstrated that this classification task could be achieved with high accuracy in both test data and when testing new mixture types (a 50% / 50% mixture). This is relevant since it suggests that our ConvNet was able to construct some pure Si oil and pure protein representations despite the labels of these components not being provided. Given that there is a high degree of heterogeneity and polydispersity in protein aggregrates causing immunogenic response, this is encouraging since it suggests that ConvNets may be able to construct representations of protein aggregrates causing patient harm without the need to finely label every single FIM image in a given formulation.
The technology presented has potential for use in both real-time process monitoring as well as off-line analysis. The (not fully optimized for speed) Python based code run on a single Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 GPU could process 100 single particle images and predict the class in under 0.01 seconds in the applications presented. Advances in hardware combined with algorithms optimized for ConvNet prediction speed could reduce that time even further (hence near real-time process monitoring is feasible).
Finally, it should be mentioned that the ConvNets derived for a given classification problem fueled by FIM data can readily be combined with other measurements or information. For example, the ConvNet features feeding the fully connected layer can be evaluated and combined with information from another measurement modalities [10] . The ConvNet features (evaluated from FIM images) in combination with other features can be passed to another classifier capable of processing multiple features in supervised learning applications, e.g. random forests [1, 33] .
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We thank Hao Wu for collecting the recirculated pump data. The remaining wet-lab FIM experiments conducted by ALD and designed by ALD & TWR were supported by NIH RO1 EB006006. The algorithm design, software development, and analysis reported here was conducted by CPC and was supported by internal R&D funds of Ursa Analytics, Inc. and protein mixtures. One formulation (Mixture 1) was designed to contain 75% Protein and 25% Si oil and the other contained 25% Protein and 75% Si oil (Mixture 2). 20K test samples (images not in the training set) were predicted by our ConvNet; the resulting predictions pooled into blocks of 100 resulting in 100 blocks of each sample type. The first 100 blocks of test data were Mixture 2 and the last 100 blocks were Mixture 1. The deep ConvNet (trained on labeled single images from these two mixture distributions) not only achieved perfect classification between these mixture classes with this approach, but the fraction of protein (denoted by labeled horizontal lines) was almost perfectly estimated using our new classifier driven by deep ConvNet class predictions in each of the 100 blocks. applied to predict 10K test samples from 50% Protein and 50% Si Oil mixture. Note that the"50 % Protein / 50% Si Oil" ("Mixture 3") class was not in the training set. Extrapolating the two class predictor to this new mixture case consistently falls in-between the two training data extreme suggesting that the ConvNet has learned approximate representations of "pure protein" and "pure Si oil" features despite these two cases not being explicitly labeled in individual images (the training phase only provided generic labels to the mixture type the image came from).
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